Recent Publications
RECENT PUBLICATIONS

ARTICLES


"Introversion and Isogamy." By D. Quigley (1986). In Contributions to Indian Sociology (n.s.) 20 (1): 75-95.


BOOKS

This book will list all relevant published books, articles, sound discs, tapes and academic theses which have appeared before mid-1987 in India, Europe, N. America, and some in Japan.


Studies in Tibetan Medicine. By Dr. Elisabeth Finckh. Snow Lion Publications. $9.95. ISBN 0 937938 61 0.


A History of Buddhism in Ladakh. By Nawang Tsering Shakspo, ed. by John Bray. Ladakh Buddhist Vihara (Bela Road, Delhi 110056). 55pp. Rs.50.


SERIALS

CENTRAL ASIA FILE, the newsletter of the Central Asian Association, is published three times a year and sent free to members. Membership costs 8 or US$15 (50% reduction for registered full-time students). Contact:

Dr. S. Akiner
School of Oriental and African Studies
University of London
Malet St.
London, WC1E 7HP, U.K.

HIMALAYAN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, is a multidisciplinary journal published by The Himalayan Research Group at Kumaon University, Naini Tal, India. It is now in its fourth year of publication and costs $30 per year. Subscriptions should be sent to:

Dr. S.C. Joshi, Editor
P.O. Box 1, Tallital
Naini Tal, UP, 263002, India
THE MIDDLE EAST AND SOUTH ASIA FOLKLORE NEWSLETTER (ME&SAFN) has been informing scholars about developments, conferences, publications and ongoing fieldwork relating to folklore of the Middle East and South Asia since 1984. The Autumn 1988 issue (vol. 5, no. 2) has been recently published, with a double issue (vol. 6, nos. 1 & 2) planned for publication in April of this year. The Newsletter is published at the Center for Comparative Studies in the Humanities at The Ohio State University and appears tri-annually.

Subscriptions: $6.00 for U.S. residents; $10.00 for institutions and foreign subscribers. Address inquiries, subscriptions and submissions to:

The Middle East and South Asia Folklore Newsletter
Center for Comparative Studies in the Humanities
306 Dulles Hall, 230 West 17th Avenue
Columbus Ohio 43210

THE TIBET FOUNDATION NEWSLETTER. 5 per year. Contact:

Tibet Cultural Centre
43 Oxford Street, London

THE TIBET HOUSE BULLETIN. Now in its fourth year, the Bulletin is published bi-annually by Tibet House. A new study circle, the Circle of Tibetan Art and Cultural Heritage Studies (CO-TACHS) is being formed in early 1989, and is intended primarily for our associates in Tibetan Buddhist studies abroad. The Tibet House Bulletin will be sent to CO-TACHS members free of charge. Members will be entitled to reductions in entrance fees for our Discourses and Dharma Events, and to discounts on our publications. Membership will be on an annual basis, beginning each January. Individual memberships are US$15 (full-time registered students $8), institutional memberships are $27, and donor memberships are $5,000. Please contact:

Tibet House
Cultural Centre of H.H. the Dalai Lama
1 Institutional Area, Lodi Road
New Delhi 110 003
INDIA